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The purpose is to foster the
growth and prosperity of global
communities and businesses by

facilitating the exchange of
ideas, culture, and investment.

Our goal is to become the
largest platform for NRIs and

communities, providing a
space where they can connect,

engage, and thrive. .

Transparency, trust,
and collaboration are

our guiding principles..

MISSION VISION VALUES 

Ambition drives individuals to leave their homes. NRIs have a deep
connection to their roots. NRI ONE is the bridge connecting Indians abroad,

keeping them informed about their homeland.



The NRI ONE team brings together professionals with over two decades of
experience in the real estate and events industry. Our management team has
extensive backgrounds in various domains, including general marketing
management, real estate marketing, social media and digital marketing, sales,
and event management. With global exposure and expertise, we are well-
equipped to serve our clients and deliver exceptional results
 

NRI ONE proudly presents the Indian Property Investment Festival (IPIF), a
prestigious global property exhibition. IPIF serves as a premium on-ground
marketing platform exclusively designed for the Indian real estate industry,
providing a remarkable opportunity to showcase projects to NRI investors in
international locations with a significant NRI presence.

WHO WE ARE ?



Committed to ensuring all promises are delivered on Various Short Term and Long Term
Marketing Parameters.

In-house curated property show, Indian Property Investment Festival- IPIF to Bolster the
Indian Real Estate Industry On Global Scale with NRIs at its Core.

Expanding globally in Singapore, Bahrain, Hong Kong, Canada, UAE, the US and many
more potential NRI markets.

We look forward to expanding our portfolio in different countries & segments such as :

NRI ONE is a service-first company to Deliver A WOW factor !

       
 

-   HEALTH & FITNESS

-   BUILDING MATERIALS

-   DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

-   OIL, GAS AND ENERGY

-   REAL ESTATE AND SECURITY AND PROTECTION. 

-  GEMS & JEWELLERY

-  EDUCATION

-  HOSPITALITY

-  TRAVEL AND TOURISM

-  LIFESTYLE

- SPORTS



The Marketing Mix

P R I N T
A D V E R T I S I N G

Collaboration with local community
associations and trade bodies to
extend our reach. Onground
Collaterals at different locations &
dedicated team for pre-registration
drive. 

BTL & ON- GROUND SOCIAL MEDIA

w
w
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INDIAN PROPERTY INVESTMENT
FESTIVAL (IPIF)  is heavi ly
advertised in the local print media
in different Newspapers across
different countries.  

Aggressive Social Media
hammering for developer
promotions / show promotions
&  to create online  Pre-
Registrations

High-impact performance marketing strategy
to maximize pre-registration for the event.
Simultaneously, mult i- layer campaigns are
run for the event and individual campaigns
for participating cl ients. This result is a
excel lent response from NRIs.

TVCs to make a strong impression
through network media partners l ike
SONY T.V, ZEE T.V, ZEE Tamil ,  and
STAR Vi jay, including their onl ine
channel sites.

T E L E V I S I O N  A D V E R T I S I N G PERFORMANCE  MARKETING
AND NATIVE ADVERTISING



H.E. MR. PIYUSH SRIVASTAVA
AMBASSADOR OF INDIA TO THE

KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN
at IPIF 2022- 2023 Bahrain 

"It’s a great exhibition, I am so happy that organizers NRI ONE have arranged such a big and
diverse group of builders coming from India to Bahrain and I wish them all the best and this also
shows growing interest of business comm unities of over  two countries into diverse sectors, So I
am happy that there are so many business events, visits, delegation taking places  which will
certainly strengthen our bilateral economic collaborations."  -H.E. Mr. Piyush Srivastava



TELEVISION CAMPAIGN ADS- SINGAPORE

EXCLUSIVELY PROMOTED ON



TELEVISION CAMPAIGN ADS- SINGAPORE

EXCLUSIVELY PROMOTED ON



Associate Sponsorship                        
on Leading Prime Time Programs  -

www.ipif.in



Exhibitor's TVC  -



PERFORMANCE MARKETING AND NATIVE ADVERTISING

www.ipif.in



PRINT AD CAMPAIGN - SINGAPORE

www.ipif.in



PRINT AD CAMPAIGN - BAHRAIN

Event CoverageDuring ExpoBefore Expo

www.ipif.in



Strategically positioned across
Singapore, the Indian Property
Investment Festival (IPIF)
gained visibility in key
locations. Handbills were
distributed at Indian outlets,
activating a total of 10 areas
for maximum reach and
engagement.

BTL CAMPAIGN - SINGAPORE

www.ipif.in



BTL CAMPAIGN - BAHRAIN 

STRATEGIC TIE-UP
We established partnerships with
prominent Indian community
associations and trade bodies to
extend our reach. A total of 12
community bodies were engaged,
ensuring a wider audience and
greater outreach for the event.

www.ipif.in



SPECIAL ONLINE  FEATURES

www.ipif.in



SOCIAL MEDIA

INTRODUCING OUR CURATED POSTS,
STRATEGICALLY PROMOTED TO A TARGETED
AUDIENCE, AIMED AT EDUCATING THEM ABOUT
OUR ESTEEMED DEVELOPERS AND THEIR
EXCEPTIONAL PROJECTS.

www.ipif.in



EXCLUSIVELY PROMOTED ON

Media Partners



EVENT PROMOTION THROUGH INFLUENCERS

www.ipif.in



PROMOTION THROUGH ASSOCIATIONS

www.ipif.in



PROMOTION THROUGH ONLINE COMMUNITIES 

www.ipif.in



Participating Developers at IPIF 2022-2023
Singapore - Bahrain - Hong Kong





PRE - REGISTRATION CAMPAIGN THROUGH SCANNERS

www.ipif.in



Allied Partner 
Testimonial 

"SONY is privileged to be a part of this Property
Exhibition organized by none other than NRI ONE."

"Vijay TV will always look forward for associating
with the NRI ONE Exhibition ."

"ZEE T.V was happy to partner with the NRI ONE
event."

www.ipif.in



the Indian realty market is taking a
significant turn as a consumer are
growing at the rapid rate.
Companies that have established
themselves with an excellent brand
perception will lead the way in the
industry. Best wishes and good
luck to NRI ONE and IPIF 2023.

Amit Bansal
COUNTRY HEAD, ICICI BANK
BAHRAIN

We are very glad to be associated withan
event that is focused on India's growing
real estate sector trade and investment.
the ipif 2023 will bring together diverse
cross sections of bahrain based  NRI
professional who are interested in
exploring business and luxury real
estate. properties in india.

Madina Al Balushi

When it comes to discovering abundant Indian real estate
investment opportunities, i can think that no other that ipif 2023 to
open the door & connect the Indian community in Bahrain to the
best real estate options in india. i am thrilled to be a part of this
prestigious event and looking forward to it's success

Aziz Gilitwala
MANAGING DIRECTOR, DADABHAI TRAVEL

Investor from around the world are
gaining from the high growth
apportunities that the Indian real
estate sector present. now, the Indian
community in Bahrain can explore the
real estate market through this
exhibition.

We are delighted to be a media partner
of ipif 2023.with the Indian real estate
sector growing and Indian
professional in Bahrain expanding
their portfolio, we believe this event
will be great platform for them to learn
about the current Indian Marketbas
well as the estate and investment
opportunities it offers.

Adnan Gilitwala
DIRECTOR, DADABHAI TRAVEL &
LETS GO BAHRAIN

Nick Cooksey
CEO, GULF INSIDER MEDIA WLL

IPIF 2023 is an outstanding platform for
indian in Bahrain to obtain knowledge
resources needed to conduct business
convient while sway from their
homeland. i extend my best and warm 
 wishes to all the attendees. this exhibit
will truly pave the way towards a fruitful
growth in the Indian real estate sector.

Aziz Mithaiwala

We are delighted to be a media partner of
ipif 2023 with the Indian real estate
sector growing and Indian professional in
Bahrain expanding their portfolio, we
believe this event will be great platform
for them to learn about the current Indian
Marketbas well as the estate and
investment opportunities it offers.

Radio mirchi
BAHRAIN

MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
PEGASUS REAL ESTATE

COUNTRY MANAGER , OMAN AIR,
BAHRAIN

ALLIED
 PARTNERS 

TESTIMONIAL

www.ipif.in



Developers Testimonial

" We are very thankful to the NRI ONE team for collaborating with us. The event has been very good we
have got good leads from here. I Expect few bookings to also happen and we will for sure collaborate with
NRI ONE team for the future events. Thank you so much.”

We got good response from the market and for Raymond realty historical NRI market is always been good specially GCC 
 market, So here the idea is to ensure that our brand is being felt in these kind of expo we have participated in various expo
previously also and got good response, So the brand Raymond present trust and transparency we always believe in
excellence we believe in quality of product

“THIS EVENT THAT HAS BEEN ORGANIZED BY NRI ONE TEAM WAS EXCEPTIONAL WE ARE REALLY THANKFUL TO THE
TEAM NRI ONE IN ASSOCIATION WITH DADABHAI GROUP AND ICICI BANK . IT WAS REALLY A FRUITFUL EVENT FOR
THE INDIAN PROPERTY WHICH OPEN DOORS FOR THE CUSTOMERS IN BAHRAIN TO EXPLORE MORE PROPERTIES IN
MUMBAI AND PUNE. SO I AM REALLY THANKFUL AND LODHA GROUP IS REALLY GRATEFUL THAT THE NRI ONE TEAM
HAS GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PARTICULAR EVENT. THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN.”

"Professionally organized show , team  was fully geared up for handling all types of customers,  
location was very appropriate" 



"This has been a really good experience attending this event and representing Total Environment at this
property fest. So we had really good walkins and prospects over the last couple of days. We had over 25-
30 meetings over the past two days and really good prospects looking at easily around 4-5 closure out of
this and it was a great experience coming here and really wanting to thank the NRI ONE team and we look
forward to attending and being part of this in the coming future as well. Thank You.”

Developers Testimonial

"Thank you NRI ONE for the IPIF Festival, It's an immense pleasure to be here meeting with 
 lot of prospective clients who are coming over here with the good mindset "

'"The two day event was very enagaging & we  experienced lot of prospect
clients."

“we are in bahrain at one of the biggest home festival which is happening from NRI ONE . We have got a very good
enquiries from last two days so today also we have a very good crowd so hope to see some good numbers which is
happening. Thank you very much NRI ONE for organizing this event. We are very happy to be a part of this particular event
regularly. Thank you so much.”



“We are a real estate builder from Mumbai and we have a major development in the western part of
Mumbai.  This is really very well-organized event. We got really good response since last two days, we
can see very genuine clients are here , they really want to invest in Mumbai and they are looking for a
good properties in Mumbai . I think its a very well organized event and thanks to NRI ONE Team for
organizing this amazing and very nice event. “

“Thank you NRI ONE We are really happy with the kind of response what we have got since two days. We are
hoping to do a lot more closures in the coming days and from the bottom of my heart i really want to thank the
entire team of NRI ONE. The kind of footfall you guys have brought in the last two days is very beneficial for us.
Thank you once again for the kind of prospects you have generated so far for our company and for our
promotion. keep up the good work guys. “

“ We have got a very good response from last
two days. we have done around 5 crore business
also in these two days with a lot of prospects
also and hope to get a good deal again in future
and thanks to NRI ONE team. Thank you so
much.”

“This is a very nice event in which we got
so much of walkin of Indian Customers
especially for South India and we
generated more prospects also and let’s
hope we will be connecting for coming
events also and thanks to the NRI ONE
team.”

"We met  a lot of Gujarat based NRI residence
and I looking forward for the closers."

Developers Testimonial

"Being a Hyderabad based client,
we got very positive feedback
from this event.

Developers Testimonial



Developers Testimonial

" We are very thankful to the NRI ONE team for proposing us this show got a very good
response over the past 2 days. The event has been very good we have got good leads from
here."

" We got very good leads for our Bangalore project and we look forward for continued
participation at IPIF future Events."

"We have got a tremendous response for Delhi projects
and i see a great set of investors coming down here and
showing lot of interests."

“Thank you NRI ONE We are really happy with the kind of response what we have got since two
days. We are hoping for  more customers for Goa Projects. The event has got good footfall in
these 2two days."



"We have seen the event , its very
good. We will plan to buy as there are
lots of project with big brand."

"We were able to find lot of options in
Bangalore . We will soon finalise
something."

"NRIONE, It was a wonderful
experience, I like properties here I like
Gaursons, very good property and also
I like fine acres for investment
purpose

-Anita Jain

-Sudha Balkrishna

-Umesh Kamat

Visitors Testimonial
"I am very happy to find my property
at the IPIF Event."

"We were able to find lot of options in
Bangalore . We will soon finalise
something."

"I am at the NRIONE property expo at
the holiday inn they have properties
listed from all the places in India,
come & have a look may be you also
find your dream home. THANK YOU

-Vasudevan

-Pankaj Goyal

-Rupali Singh



CREDAI GOA Interaction Meet



EVENT  GLIMPSES



H.E. MR. PIYUSH SRIVASTAVA
AMBASSADOR OF INDIA TO
THE KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN
INTERACTING ONE TO ONE

WITH ALL THE  DEVELOPERS
PERSONALLY

SHRI RAVI KUMAR JAIN, SECOND SECRETARY( COM ) & 
HOC TO BAHRAIN

www.ipif.in

EVENT  GLIMPSES
www.ipif.in



EVENT  
GLIMPSES

MASTERCLASS WITH MR. SANJAY MEHROTRA

www.ipif.in



BAHRAIN TOURISM
DOCUMENT

BAHRAIN RERA
APPROVAL  DOCUMENT



25-26
FEB 

27-28
MAY

3-4
JUNE 

16-17-18
MARCH 

Hong kong BahrainSingapore

www.ipif.in



23-24
SEP

16-17
SEP

2-3
 SEP 

UPCOMING EVENTS

Singapore Hong KongBangkok

www.ipif.in



Singapore Floorplan

www.ipif.in



Bangkok Floorplan

www.ipif.in



www.ipif.in

Hong Kong Floorplan



   Any 1 Country     -     5 Lacs + Taxes

   Any 2 Country     -     8 Lacs + Taxes

   All 3 Country       -     9 Lacs + Taxes

- Premium Participation - 
 
 

www.ipif.in

11. Premium lounge space of 60 sqft at the event.

2. Group Logo carried out on all media collaterals (TVCs, Radio, Print, Outdoor, Email blast, Post Show Report, etc).

3. Exclusive Venue branding with the logo at the entrance.

4. Exclusive social media paid campaign for to build buzz for the show.

5. One on One interaction with a select group of dignitaries from the Indian Associations and Allied Partners.

6. Exclusive media bite highlighting USPs of the project.

7. Cobranded email blast to the inner circle and HNI database of the Indian Communities, Associations and Allied Partners.

8. Lunch for exhibitors at the venue with 2 rounds of tea and coffee.

9. Visitor Database sharing.

-Deliverables- 



   Any 1 Country    -    10 Lacs + Taxes
  Any 2 Country    -    16 Lacs + Taxes
  All 3 Country       -    24 Lacs + Taxes

 

- Platinium Participation - 
 

www.ipif.in

-Deliverables- 
1. Premium lounge space of 60 sqft at the event.

2. Company Logo will be carried out on all media collaterals (TVCs, Print, Outdoor, Email blast, Post Show Report, etc).

3. Exclusive Venue branding with company logo at the entrance.

4. Company TVCs on SONY TV.

5. One on One interaction with a select group of dignitaries from the Indian Associations and Allied Partners.

6. Exclusive leaflet distribution for Company along with the show promotion campaign.

7. Exclusive social media paid campaign for Company to build buzz for the show.

8. Personalized relationship manager to escort visitors to the stall.

9. Lunch for exhibitors at the venue with 2 rounds of tea and coffee.

10. Exclusive media bite highlighting USPs of the project.

11. Cobranded email blast to the inner circle and HNI database in Singapore.

12. Visitor Database Sharing.

13. VISA, Travel and Stay in Economy Class on Twin sharing basis for 2 PAX.

14. Booth Set up - Printing and Mounting



THANK YOU!

NRIONE / IPIF 
NRI One / Indian Property
Invetment Festival

nri_one / IPIF.nrione

www.ipif.in |hello@ipif.in|+91 99862 90007

www.ipif.in


